Reception
Autumn Terms 1 and 2
Teddy & I

Time Travellers

During this topic, children will…
Personal, social
and emotional
development

Learn about how to respect and play
cooperatively with others through everyday
learning. Children will also learn about
perseverance, resilience, curiosity and problem
solving.

Learn to extend their vocabulary in a range of
ways. They will learn to retell stories such as
‘We’re Going on a Bear Hunt’ by memory and
start to use lovely story language in their
everyday spoken language. Children will also
learn how to answer ‘How’ & ‘Why’ questions in
relation to stories and events.

Explore how to strengthen our gross motor and
fine motor skills. In PE, we are focussing on
spatial awareness and play ground games! The
children will also be taking part in lots of fun
fine motor and handwriting activities such as
using chalk and paint to write our letters!

Physical
Development

Literacy

We will be learning about lots of different
stories throughout the Autumn Term. We will
learn to retell the stories by memory, using
actions to help the children remember. We will
also be using ‘Jolly Phonics’ to help us learn our
sounds. We are starting to blend and segment
simple words to help us with our early reading
and writing skills.

Maths

Understanding the
world

Communication &
Language

Explore different habitats around the world and
consider where different animals live and why.
We will also learn about different traditions
and cultures from around the world. We have
class iPads and the children will also explore
how to select an age appropriate game and
complete it.

Learn how to count one object at a time and
recognise and order numbers to 20. Children
will also learn about different types of patterns
and shapes and they will learn how to describe
them using the correct mathematical language.

Explore colour mixing through a variety of
medias. Children will also learn about how to
collage materials to create beautiful pictures.
The children will also have to opportunity to
perform on our ‘stage’ area where we have an
assortment of dressing up outfits to spark their
imagination! In music, we are working on our
phonological awareness and aural listening
skills and we will be focusing on ‘loud’ and
‘soft’ this term.

Expressive Arts &
Design.

